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ON STOCHASTIC STABILITY OF
COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM
BD. D. SILJAK
Unpredictable changes in economic environmentintroduce random disturbances of competitive
equilibrium, In the framework of stochastic stabilityin the mean, we establish a trade-off be-
tween the degree of stability and the size of the randomfluctuations that can be absorbed by
stable nonlinear and nonstationary equilibriummodels. Since the obtained stability conditions
are only sufficient, instability considerations of the proposed stochasticmodel are carried out to
provide the necessity part in the stability criterion.Both inferior goods and the random dis-
turbances are exposed as sources of instability inmultiple market systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are at least two strongreasons for considering stochastic rather
than deterministic models of competitiveequilibrium. First, due toun-
predictable changes in the tastes ofconsumers, changes in technology,
etc., it is quite realistic to consider fluctuationsof supply and demand
schedules as external random disturbancesof the equilibrium. Secondly,
inaccuracies of the tâtonnementprocess are likely to produce random
perturbations of the internal adjustmentmechanism of a competitive
equilibrium model. Both external and internalrandom disturbances intro-
duce destabilizing effects into the marketsystem, which cannot be esti-
mated satisfactorily from deterministic marketmodels. For these reasons,
Turnovsky and Weintraub [1] initiatedstochastic stability analysis of
general equilibrium systems, and derivedexplicit conditions under which
linear equilibrium modelsare stable with probability one.
The objective of this work is to introducenonlinear stochastic models
of competitive equilibriumas natural extensions of deterministic models
analyzed by Arrow and Hahn [2]. Thisapproach enables us to use the
convenient diagonal dominance condition andderive explicit conditions
for stochastic stability and instability ofnonlinear equilibrium models
under random disturbances. As shown in[3], the condition is ideally
suited for establishing a trade-off betweenthe degree of stability of the
deterministic part of the model and the sizeof random disturbances that
can be tolerated by a stable equilibrium.
Under the condition of diagonal dominance,stability is connective
[4-6] and globally exponential in themean. That is, it is stable despite
structural perturbations of the marketsystem whereby commodities or
services can disappear from the market,can change from substitutes to
complements to another group of commodities,etc. Such structural
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315perturbations can be completely arbitrary in thesense that no stochastic
nor deterministic description is required other than the usual continuity
and boundedness of the correspondingexcess demand functions. Further-
more, stability is both global and exponential, that is,it holds for all
initial data, and the expected value of the pricestends to zero faster than
an exponential, a property common to linear market models.
2. A STOCHASTIC NONLINEAR MODEL
Let us consider n interrelated markets ofn commodities or services
which are supplied from the sameor related sources and that are de-
manded by the same or related industries. Weassume that the changes in
prices of commodities or servicesare governed by a stochastic equation
of the Ito type,
dx=A(x)xdt + B(x)xdz,
where x(t)e c.R"is the vector of prices, and z(t)Gt is a random vari-
able which is a normalized Wienerprocess with
[z(t1) - z(t2)]2}=-t2j
wheredenotes expectation. In the abovestochastic equation (1), the
n x n functional matrix A : Gtrepresents the deterministic interac-
tion among prices, whereas thenx n functional diffusion matrix B:c.R"
GV'2describes the influence of stochastic disturbanceson the price adjust-
ment process. The functional matrices A (x),B(x) are sufficiently smooth
so that the solution process x(t; t0, x0) of (1) existsfor all initial condi-
tions(t0,x0)e3 x ER" and allt3. The symbol 3 represents the time
interval (r,+co),where r is a number or-, and3is the semiinfinite
time interval[t0, +oo).
In the following analysis, we will considerstochastic stability of the
equilibrium pricex*=0 of the market model (1). Weremember however,
that A(x*)x*=0, B(x*)x*=0, for allI3, but x*0. Then, we de-
fine the nonlinear functional matrices A(y)yA(y + x*)(y + x*),
B(y)yB(y + x*)(y + x*) and consider theequation dy=A(y)ydt +
B(y)ydz instead of (1), wherey=0 represents the equilibrium price
0 under investigation.
In order to include the connectiveproperty of stochastic stability, we
write the elements a,(x), b11(x) of thematrices A (x), B(x) as
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316The numbers l[0, 1] in (3) are elementsof the nx n inter- connection matrices E=(e0),, L=(la). The elementejj specifies the strength of the deterministic influence'of the pricex1 of thej-th market on the prie x of the ith market.The elements lmeasure the influence of the stochastic disturbancez on the price x. The interconnectionmatrices were introduced in reference [4] torepresent the structural changes in
competitive equilibrium models, Inparticular, when k-thcommodity or service "disappears" from themarket, we set e= =0, for all i,j = 1, 2,., n. A less drastic case, when the price x1 does not influencethe price x, is represented bye=0. In the followingdevelopment, we also use the notion of the binaryn x n fundamental interconnectionmatrices





Therefore, the matrix pair (E,E)represent the basic structure of themar- ket system (1), andany pair of interconnection matrices(E, L) can be generated from the pair(E,L) by replacing the unit elementsof (,E)by corresponding elementse, l, of (E, L). This fact is denoted by(E, L (E,L).
3. STOCHASTICCONNECTIVESTABILITY
Stochastic stability of theequilibrium pricex*=0 of the marketsys- tem (1) is aconvergence of the solution process x(t;t0, x0) starting at time t0 and the initialprice x0=x(t0) towards the equilibrium.The con- vergence is measured in terms of"stochastic closeness" (e.g., inthe mean, almost sure, in probability,etc.), which, in turn,generates various notions
of stochastic stability. Incase of the nonlinear model underconsideration, we are interested in establishingconditions for globallyexponential and connective stability in themean [3]. That is, conditions underwhich the expected value of the distancebetween the price adjustmentprocess x(t; t0,x0) and the equilibriumprice x=0, which is denoted byIIx(t; t0, x0)II },tends to zero exponentiallyas time increases for all initial data (t0, x0)3 x R' and all interconnectionmatrices (E, L)(E, L). More precisely we have the following:
Definition 1.The equilibrium pricex=0 of the marketsystem (1) is con- nectively and globallyexponentially stable in themean if and only if there
exist two positive numbers II andrindependent of initial conditions(t0, x0)such that
(5) IIx(t;t0,xo) II JxJ exp[(t- t0 1Vt
for all (t0, x0)3 xand all(E, L)(E, E).
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forall(t0,x0)3x ER" and all (E L) e (,L).
(4) e1 =To derive sufficient conditions for the kind of stability expressed by
Definition1,we impose certain bounds on the coefficients of the func-
tional matrices A (x) and B(x). We assume that the functions in (3) satisfy
the constraints
P1(x)a,I Iau,I I Vx
for some numbers a,>a110, aj0,I3i0.Sincea1 - a11>0,
from (3) and (6) it follows that the price on each individual market when
decoupled from the rest of the other markets, obeys the law of supply and
demand. From (3) and (6), it follows further that no sign restrictionsare
placed on the interactions among markets, so that the system (1)may
represent a "mixed" market system with substitute-complement com-
modities or services.
We also need to define the constant n x n matrices A= (a)and
B=(b,)as
= = 1ij13ij 1ikIik (a+ë..a11,i=j -
ea1, £J k=l
The conditions for connective stochastic stability of the market
system will be expressed in terms of the pair(E,L), but will be valid for all
pairs (E, L)e(E, L). This is important in that we show stochastic
stability of a class of nonlinear market systems by proving stochastic
stability of one member of that class which is a linear system described by
the constant matrices (A, B) corresponding to (E, L). More importantly,
this shows a wide tolerance of stable market systems to nonlinear and
structural perturbations and, therefore, inherent robustness of general
equilibrium models.
We say that an n x n matrix M=(ma) is a negative dominant diagonal
matrix if
m< 0,jmI> m1I,j =1,2.....n.
ij
Now, we define a matrix Mas
and prove the following:
Theorem 1.The equilibrium price x*=0 of the market system (1) is
connectively and globally exponentially stable in the mean if the n x n
matrix M defined by (9) is a negative dominant diagonal matrix.
ProofLet us consider a decrescent, positive definite, and radially unr
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as a candidate for Liapunov's function for thesystem (1). Using Ito'scal-
culus, we examine the expression [7],
öp(x) "
8p(x) = A(x)x+ -
öx 2 8x18x1
where8/8x=(8/8x1, ö/8x2.....ö/8x)is the gradient of(x), 82z-'/ 8x18x is the (i, j)-th element of theHessian matrix related to(x), and
se's are the elements of the n xn matrix S=B(x)xxTBT(x). To conclude
stability of the equilibrium,we observe that(x) is a positive definite func-
tion, and demonstrate that C(x) isnegative definite. Let us calculate C(x)as,
n
£p(x)= 2x1( azixi)+ ('bx2 il\j=I
=2ax]+ xj2ax+
( jIiI i=Ij=I






whereis a positivenumber. From (12)and (13), we get the inequality
£(x)
V(t, x)3 x V(E, L)(,E)
By applying thestochastic comparisonprinciple of [8to (14), we obtain
P[x(t10,x0)] (x0) exp[_(t-
3o, V(t0, x0)3 xV(E, L) E (, L).
From (10)and (15),we get (5) withU 1,=(l/2). The proofof Theorem 1 iscompleted.





as a candidate for Liapunov's function for thesystem (1). Using Ito'scal-
culus, we examine the expression [7],
£v(x)a(x)
A(x)x + öx ija1a
where ôii/ôx=(ôz'/8x1, dv/8x2,., ôv/8x) is the gradient of v(X),82v/
3x1ôx is the (i, j)-th element of theHessian matrix related to(x), and
so's are the elements of the n x nmatrix S=B(x)xxTBT(x). To conclude
stability of the equilibrium,we observe that v(x) isa positive definitefunc-
tion, and demonstrate that £v(x)is negativedefinite. Let us calculate £(x) as,
fl f/fl
£p(x) = 2x1(aixJ)+( S-I \f=l i-I
= 2a,xJ+x,2ax1+±(E f=I f-Ii-I i-Ij=I
The negative dominantdiagonalproperty of the matrix M' is equiva- lent to
2j +< 0,
,j=1,2,...,n ij
whereis a positive number.From (12)and (13), we get the inequality
£(x)
V(t, x)3 x CR,V(E, L)(, L)
By applying thestochastic comparisonprinciple of [8] to (14), we obtain
(15) {v[x(t t0, x0)fl(x0) exp[(t-
Vt3, V(t0, x0)3 x, V(E, L)(F, L).
From (10) and(15), we get(5) with fl ,=(1/2). The proof of Theorem i isCompleted
Now,several commentsregarding the aboveresult are in order. The criterion ofStochastic stabilityis thediagonal dominance of system
319matrices, which has important economic interpretations similar to those
for deterministic markets [2]. The supply and demand functions for any
given commodity will be more affected by the changes in its own price
than by the sum of changes in other prices and the random disturbance
combined together.
The negative dominant diagonal property is more conservative than
the usual quasidominant diagonal property used to establish exponential
connective stability of deterministic systems [6]. This is a consequence of
the fact that we are limited toa choice of Liapunov function (10) that is
twice differentiable as required by (11).
We should also notice an important fact that follows from above
Theorem 1 regarding the nonlinearities in our model (1) of multiple mar-
kets. The shapes of nonlinear functions in the interactions among the
markets, are not specified in any way but by simple boundedness con-
ditions (6). This is what we meant by saying that stable market systems
are robust and can tolerate a wide range of nonlinearities in markets in-
teractions. By the fact that stability is also connective, we establish the
robustness of the market system to variations in the interaction structure.
Finally, we notice that our stability criterion is insensitive to the signs of
interactions among the markets, thus allowing for changing of commodity
from a substitute to a complement to another commodity.
Going through the proof of Theorem 1, we see that it can be im-
mediately extended to the nonstationary models with a vector stochastic
perturbations [3],
dx =A(t,x)xdt+Bk(t,x)xdzk,
where z(t)Eis normalized Wiener process with
([z(t1) - z(t2)][z(t1)- z(t2)]T1 =It1-t2I',
where us the.m x m identity matrix. The elements a.1(t,x) andb(t,x)of
the matrices A (t, x), Bk (t, x) satisfy conditions similar to those of (6).
Specifically, the conditions on b(t, x) imply that there exist positive num-




By using the same Liapunov function v(x) defined in (10) and following
the proof of Theorem 1, we arrive at inequality (14). Then, diagonal
dominance of the matrix %i= A+ AT + B, where B=(b1) is an n x n
matrix with elements defined in (18), implies globally exponential and
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3214. INSTABILITy
Since our conditions for stochasticstability are only sufficient,we are
motivated to undertake instabilityconsiderations of competitive equi-
librium models in randomly varyingenvironment. Such considerations
will provide sufficient conditions forstochastic instability whichcan be used to furnish a necessitypart of our stability conditions, andexpose
possible causes of instability in the priceadjustment mechanism of mul-
tiple markets [9].
Two distinct sources of instability willbe considered: The presence of
strongly inferior goods and the effect ofrandom disturbances. Twosets of
different instability conditions willbe obtained depending on whichone
of the destabilizing effects is prevailingin the market.
The instability-conditionswe are about to derive, is established for
the fundamental interconnection matricesE,E,but are valid for all inter-
connection matrices. Therefore,we introduce the following:
Definition 2.The equilibrium pricex=0 of the market system (1)is
completely connectively unstablein the mean if and only if it is unstablein
the mean for all interconnectionmatrices (E, L)e(E, L).
We show that if one of the commoditiesis inferior, that is,an in-
crease in price of that commodity (holding otherprices constant) leads to
an increase in the quantity demanded of thatcommodity (Giffen para-
dox [21), then instabilitycan be established. To this end, we prove the
following:
Theorem 2.The equilibrium price x=0 of the market system (1) iscom-
pletely connectively unstable in themean if for some i=1, 2,..., n, there
exist numbers a, > 0, ay0, j1, 2 n, such that the coefficients
a(x) of the n x n matrix A (x) definedby (3), satisfy the conditions
c,1(x)a1,p1(x)x1xa0xJ,VxecR.
ProofLet us consider the following function
v1(x1)= 4,
as a candidate for the Liapunov function of thei-th market. Computing
£v1(x1) with respect to (I),we get
£v1(x1)=2c1(x)x - 2e0c0(x)x1x[Eb0(x)xj]2
> 2a1v1(x1) + 2ea0vj(x)
2a1v1(x1), Vxeca", V(E, L) E (E, L).
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4. INSTABILITY
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crease in price of that commodity (holding otherprices constant) leads to
an increase in the quantity demanded of thatcommodity (Giffen para-
dox [2]), then instabilitycan be established. To this end, we prove the
following:
Theorem 2.The equilibrium price x'=0 of the market system (1) iscom-
pletely connectively unstable in themean if for some i=1, 2.....n, there
exist numbers cs> 0, a 0,j1, 2 n, such that the coefficients
a1(x) of the n x n matrix A (x) definedby (3), satisfy the conditions
c1(x) p,(x)x1x1a0xI,Vxe
ProofLet us consider the following function
v1(x1)= 4,
as a candidate for the Liapunov function of thei-th market. Computing
£v1(x1) with respect to (1),we get
£v1(x)=2çc1(x)x - 2 ejjcou(x)x1xj b(x)
> 2a1v(x1) + 2eavj(xj)
2a1v1(x1), VxeG, v(E, L)(K, K).
321By following the same argument as in the proof of Theorem I, we obtain
from (21),
x1(t;to,xo)I exp [a1(t - t0)], Vte3
where x10=x1(t0)0. This proves Theorem 2.
If we dispose of connective property of instability and ask simply
that the system (I)is unstable for the fundamental interconnection
matrices E, L, then we can relax further the conditions of Theorem 2. We





where ajjO,a,>a,1,130, and 13>2(a - a,1).
In Theorem 2, we required that at least one commodity is strongly
inferior. Conditions 13>2(a1 - a11) is weaker in that it does not require
the presence of inferior goods. Instability if present, is introduced solely
by the random disturbance. This shows that under the constraints (22), we
have to have a certain degree of stability of the deterministic part of the
system, in order for the system to absorb a limited amount of random
fluctuations. We finally prove the following:
Theorem 3. The equilibrium price x*=0 of the market system (1) is un-
stable in the mean if for some i=1,2.....n, there exist numbers a,>a,,
0, a10, 130,j=1, 2.....n, such that the coefficients a1(x), b,(x) of
the n x n matrices 4(x), B(x) defined by (3), satisfy the conditions (23).
Proof We start again with the Liapunov function of (20) and compute
£ v1(x1)=21(x)x+2 ,1(x)x,x1+ [ 1J(x)x
2
[-2(a1 - a,)+f311]v(x1), V x E
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain in-
equality (22) where a is replaced by [(a1 - a11)+(l/2)13]. In view
of condition13li >2(a1 - a11), Theorem 3 is established.
5. CONCLUSION
The usual dominant diagonal property is shown to be a suitable
means to establish a trade-off between the degree of stability and thesize
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By following the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain
from (21),
tjx1(t;to,xo)I I exp[a1(t - t0)],Vt e 3
where x0= x.(t0)0. This proves Theorem 2.
If we dispose of connective property of instability and ask simply
that the system (1)is unstable for the fundamental interconnection
matrices E, L, then we can relax further the conditions of Theorem 2. We
assume that for some i= 1,2,. ..,n, the functions in (3) satisfy the fol-
lowing constraints
p1(x)a1,2 (x)x,x1 a1(x + xl)
[
'(x)XJ]
where a00, a, > a11,(30, and (3> 2(a, - a,1).
In Theorem 2, we required that at least one commodity is strongly
inferior. Conditions i3> 2(a1 - a11) is weaker in that it does not require
the presence of inferior goods. Instability if present, is introduced solely
by the random disturbance. This shows that under the constraints (22), we
have to have a certain degree of stability of the deterministic part of the
system, in order for the system to absorb a limited amount of random
fluctuations. We finally prove the following:
Theorem 3. The equilibrium price x''=0 of the market system (1) is un-
stable in the mean if for some i=1, 2.....n, there exist numbers a1 > a11
0, ajj0, /3> 0,j=1, 2.....n, such that the coefficients a(x), b1(x) of
the n x n matrices 4(x), B(x) defined by (3), satisfy the conditions (23).
Proof We start again with the Liapunov function of (20) and compute
(24)£v1(x1)=21(x)x + 2 x)x1xj +[E
1J(x)xJi
2
[-2(a1 - a.1) + fi11]v1(x1), V x E Gt".
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain in-
equality (22) where a1 is replaced by [(a1 - a1) + (l/2)/3jJ. In view
of condition/3> 2(a1 - a11), Theorem 3 is established.
5. Coi'cr.usior
The usual dominant diagonal property is shown to be a suitable
means to establish a trade-off between the degree of stability and thesize
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j30x,Vx eof the random fluctuationsof the supply and demand functions which
can beabsorbed by stable competitive equilibrium models. Furthermore,
the diagonal dominance property wasshown to imply exponential sta-
bility in the mean of the equilibrium price understructural perturbations.
The results obtained in this paper can be improved in a number of
different ways. It is possible to relax the constraints on theinteractions
among the individual markets andestablish the veaker global asymptotic
property of stochastic stability [3]. By combining the results obtained in
references [3] and [6], we can use the decomposition-aggregation analysis
and consider multiple markets of composite commodities or services.
Finally, it would be of interest to try various other kinds of stochastic
stability [1] inthe context of diagonal dominance, which could open up a
possibility to include price expectations in our nonlinear equilibrium
models.
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